Featured products

**Color-Keyed™**

**PL-007**

Compression solutions for a reliable connection
- Ensures a proper crimp onto the conductor, using a color coding system to match the right connector to the right tool and die
- Stranded Wire Termination
- Verifiable and inspectable
- Shure-Stake® Crimp Mechanism tooling
- UL / CSA & IEC (metric)
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**Blackburn™**

**PL-006**

Mechanical connectors for any application
- No special tools required to install
- Reusable connections
- Variety of conductor materials available
- UL / CSA rated products options
- Direct burial or above ground approved
- Multiple conductor count options
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High-conductivity copper terminals with corrosion-resistant plating
- Include marked stud and wire sizes
- Long chamfered barrel to eliminate missed crimps
- Deep internal serration to produce a larger contact area
- UL / imperial portfolio

Faster, simpler and safer ground grid system installations
- Low cost, code-approved alternative to welded ground grid connections
- Safely installed in half the time, with fewer components, and in all weather conditions
- Easy to install - no special training
- Minimize possibility of poor connections

Complete tool portfolio includes
- Wire cutters, strippers, crimping tools
- Hand tools for any application
- Battery Powered tools from 6-Ton to 15-Ton
- Hydraulic operated table top tools available
- Tools for lugs, terminals and Ty-Rap products